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ïaš 1
1. ``m‹id bkhÊna’’ fÉij ïl« bgW« 

üš fÅ¢rhW.

2. bgUŠá¤âudhÇ‹ ïa‰bga® Jiu.

khÂ¡f«.

3. “v‹w‹ rh«gY« jÄœkzªJ 

ntfnt©L«” v‹W T¿at® 

f.r¢ájhdªj‹.

4. ‘bj‹d‹ kfns! âU¡FwË‹ 

kh©òfnH!’ ghlš moÆš `bj‹d‹’ v‹W 

F¿¥ãl¥gL« k‹d‹ : gh©oa k‹d‹.

5. ‘fÅ¢rhW’ v‹w fÉij üiy¥ gil¤jt® 

ghtynuW bgUŠá¤âudh®.

6. jÄH‹idÆ‹ kh©òfHhf¡ fÉP® 

tUÂ¤j üš âU¡FwŸ.

7. jÄœ, ïaš, ïir, ehlf« v‹D« 

K¤jÄHhŒ ts®ªjJ.

8. cyf¤ânyna xU bkhÊ¡fhf (jÄœ) cyf 

khehL el¤âa Kjš ehL knyáah.

9. ïuh. ïs§Fkudh® âUtŸSt® jt¢rhiy 

k‰W« ghthz® üyf¤ij mšÿÇš 

mik¤JŸsh®.

10. brªjÄœ¢ brh‰ãw¥ãaš mfuKjÈ¤ â£l 

ïa¡Feuhf¥ gÂah‰¿at® njtnea¥ 

ghthz®

11. njtnea¥ ghthzÇ‹ áw¥ò¥ bga® 

bkhÊPhÆW.

12. “ehL« bkhÊí« ekâU f©fŸ” v‹W 

T¿at® ghuâah®.

13. ‘jÄœ¢brhš ts«’ v‹w f£LiuÆ‹ 

MáÇa® njtnea¥ ghthz®.

14. be£o, ÄsfhŒ¢ bro KjÈat‰¿‹ mo 

nfhš.

15. óÉÇa¤ bjhl§F« Ãiyia¡ F¿¡F« 

brhš nghJ.

16. “ehL« bkhÊí« ekâU f©fŸ” v‹W 

T¿at® ghuâah®.

17. âuhÉl bkhÊfË‹ x¥ãaš ïy¡fz« 

v‹D« üiy vGâat® fhšLbtš.

18. jÄiHí« fliyí« x¥ã£L¡ fÉ ghoat® 

rªj¡fÉkÂ jÄHHfdh®.

19. ïu£LwbkhÊjš mÂÆ‹ ntW bga® 

ányil mÂ.

20. jÄG¡FÇa mÂfy‹ I«bgU§fh¥ãa«.

21. xU brhšnyh bjhlnuh ïU bghUŸgl 

miktJ ányil mÂ.

22. rªj¡ fÉkÂ v‹W F¿¥ãl¥gLgt® 

jÄHHfdh®.

23. K¤jÄœ - ãÇ¡F« Kiw _‹W + jÄœ.

24. flš _‹W tifahd r§Ffis¤ jU»wJ,

25. Kjš jÄœ¡ fÂÅÆ‹ bga® âUtŸSt®.

26. ‘Analogy’ v‹gj‹ jÄœ¢ brhš  ïizx¥ò.

27. ‘Paradox’ v‹gj‹ jÄœ¢ brhš Ku©gL 

bkŒ«ik.

28. ‘Xxjš nt©L«’ v‹gJ brŒíËir 

msbgil.

29. brŒíËš Xir Fiwahj ïl¤âY« 

msbgL¥gJ ï‹Åir msbgil.

3

jÄœ
xU kâ¥bg© Édh-ÉilfŸ
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4   Sura’s ➠ 10th Std  SUPER 5-IN-1 Q-Bank   One Mark QuestiOns & answers

ïaš 2
30. cyf« I«ój§fshš MdJ v‹wt® 

bjhšfh¥ãa®.

31. ‘g¤k»Çehj® bj‹wš ÉL öJ’ v‹w 

á‰¿y¡»a¤ij ïa‰¿at® gyg£lil¢ 

brh¡fehj¥ òyt®.

32. âUkªâu¤âš _¢R¥ gÆ‰ána cliy¥ 

ghJfh¡F« v‹W T¿at® âU_y®.

33. Ï¥ghy° gUt¡ fh‰¿‹ cjÉahš 

Ká¿ JiwKf¤â‰F Éiuthf¢ bršY« 

tÊia¡ f©l¿ªjh®,

34. ‘Ï¥ghy° gUt¡fh‰W’ v‹w bgaiu¢ 

N£oat®fŸ atd®fŸ.

35. bj‹nk‰F¥ gUt¡fh‰W åR« fhy« #]‹ 

Kjš br¥l«g® tiu.

36. tl»H¡F¥ gUt¡fh‰W åR« fhy« 

m¡nlhg® Kjš or«g® tiu.

37. bj‹nk‰F¥ gUt¡fh‰¿dhš ïªâah 

bgW« kiHÆ‹ msî 70 ÉG¡fhL.

38. ‘tË Ä»‹ tÈ ïšiy’ v‹W ghoat® 

Iô® Kltdh®.

39. “tË Ä»‹ tÈ ïšiy” v‹w ghlyofŸ 

ïl«bg‰WŸs üš òweh}W.

40. “fL§fh‰W kziy¡ bfh©L tªJ 

nr®¡»wJ” v‹W òweh}W üÈš ghoat® 

ïsehfdh®.

41. cyf¡ fh‰whiy c‰g¤âÆš ïªâah 

Iªjh« ïl¤ij¥ bg‰WŸsJ.

42. ïªâa¡ fh‰whiy c‰g¤âÆš KjÈl¤ij¥ 

bg‰WŸs khÃy« jÄHf«.

43. FË®gjd¥ bg£oÆÈUªJ btËtU« 

e¢R¡fh‰W Fnshnuh ònshnuh fh®g‹.

44. fh‰¿š fªjf il M¡irL k‰W«  

ie£u#‹ il M¡irL fyªJ ÉLtjhš 

mÄy kiH bgŒ»wJ.

45. x›nth® M©L« #]‹ 15 cyf¡ fh‰W 

ehshf¡ bfh©lhl¥gL»wJ.

46. ‘gh£L¡bfhU òyt‹’ vd¥ ghuh£l¥ 

bg‰wt® ghuâah®.

47. ghuâahÇ‹ ‘fh‰nw th!’ v‹w ghlÈ‹ 

tot« trd fÉij tot«.

48. ÚLJÆš Ú¡f¥ gho tªj Ãyh, áªJ¡F¤ 

jªij v‹W miH¡f¥g£lt® ghuâah®

49. ghuâah® gÂah‰¿a ïjœfŸ ïªâah, 

RnjrÄ¤âu‹.

50. jÄÊš trdfÉijia m¿Kf¥gL¤âat® 

ghuâah®

51. ghuâah® v£laòu« Vªjyhf m¿a¥g£lt®.

52. Kšiy¥gh£L g¤J¥gh£L  üšfSŸ  

x‹whF«.

53. Kšiy¥gh£L v‹w üÈ‹ MáÇa® 

e¥ójdh®.

54. ty«òÇ¢ r§F bgh¿¤j iffis cilat® 

âUkhš.

55. KJbg©o® ÉÇ¢á nf£f¢ br‹wnghJ 

bfh©L br‹w ó Kšiy.

56. ‘òaÈny xU njhÂ’ v‹w òâd¤â‹ 

MáÇa® òy«bga®ªJ ïªnjhndáah 

eh£o‰F¢ br‹wh®.

57. òašfS¡F¥ bga® it¡F« eilKiw 

2000M« M©oš bjhl§»aJ.

58. ‘f#h’ òaÈ‹ bgaiu tH§»a ehL 

ïy§if.

59. ‘bgŒ£o’ òaÈ‹ bgaiu tH§»a ehL 

jhŒyhªJ.
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6   Sura’s ➠ 10th Std  SUPER 5-IN-1 Q-Bank   One Mark QuestiOns & answers

90. `fšÿÇ¡F¢ br‹wh‹’ v‹gJ 

nt‰Wik¤bjhl®.

91. `fokz«’ v‹gJ ïil¢brhšbjhl®.

92. `thœf! thœf!’ v‹gJ mL¡F¤bjhl®.

ïaš 4
93. `bg¥g®’ v‹w ïaªâu kÅjid cUth¡»a 

ehL #¥gh‹.

94. 2016ïš I.ã.v«. ÃWtd¤jhš cUth¡f¥g£l 

bra‰if E©z¿î¡ fUÉÆ‹ bga® 

th£r‹.

95. nt®L °Ä¤ v‹w bk‹bghUŸ ïjÊaš 

JiwÆš ga‹gL»wJ.

96. ghuj °nl£ t§»Æ‹ ciuahL 

bk‹bghUŸ vJ ïyh.

97. ‘bg¥g®’ v‹w ïaªâu kÅjid cUth¡»a 

rh¥£ t§» mikªJŸs ehL #¥gh‹.

98. 2016ïš I.ã.v«. ÃWtd¤jhš 

cUth¡f¥g£l bra‰if E©z¿î¡ 

fUÉÆ‹ bga® th£r‹.

99. nt®L°Ä¤ v‹w bk‹bghUŸ ïjÊaš 

JiwÆš ga‹gL»wJ?

100. ïaªâu kÅj®fis¥ gÂ¡F mk®¤âíŸs 

ehL Ódh.

101. ehyhÆu¤ â›Éa¥ ãugªj¤âš Iªjh« 

âUbkhÊ bgUkhŸ âUbkhÊ.

102. É¤Jt¡nfhL v‹D« C® nfush 

khÃy¤âš mikªJŸsJ.

103. Fynrfu MœthÇ‹ fhy« ».ã. 8 M« 

ü‰wh©L.

104. `É¤Jt¡nfh£l«kh’ v‹W Fynrfuhœth® 

bgUkhis m‹idahf cUt»¤J¡ 

TW»wh®.

105. r§f üšfSŸ g©nzhL ghl¥g£l üš 

gÇghlš.

106. gÇghlÈš vGgJ ghlšfŸ ïUªjjhf¡ 

T¿at®fŸ ciuaháÇa®fŸ.

107. j‰nghJ gÇghlÈš »il¤JŸs ghlšfËš 

v©Â¡if 24.

108. `jiyïa’ v‹gJ brŒíËir msbgil.

109. ‘ÉR«ãš CÊ Cœ Cœ bršy’ v‹w 

gÇghlš mofŸ cz®¤J« c©ik 

m¿Éaš c©ik.

110. ‘cŸKiw btŸs« _œ» M®jUò’ - ï›to 

ïl« bg‰w üš gÇghlš.

111. ‘fUts®thd¤J ïirÆš njh‹¿’ 

ï¤bjhlÇš ïir v‹w brhšÈ‹ bghUŸ 

ngbuhÈ.

112. fUªJis v‹w brhšiyí« nfh£gh£ilí« 

Kj‹KjÈš F¿¥ã£lt® #h‹ åy®.

113. °Og‹ Ah¡»§ vGâa ‘fhy¤â‹ 

RU¡fkhd tuyhW’ 40 bkhÊfËš 

bkhÊbga®¡f¥g£lJ.

114. bgÇah® m¿Éaš bjhÊšE£g¡ fHf« 1988 

M« M©L ÃWt¥g£lJ.

115. `brÊa‹‘ tªjJ v‹gJ âiz tG.

116. `v‹ m«ik tªjhŸ’ v‹W kh£il gh®¤J¡ 

TWtJ âiz tGtikâ.

117. bj‹id ku§fŸ cŸs gFâia 

`bj‹dªnjh£l«‘ v‹W TWtJ kuò tG.

118. ``thlh ïuhrh, thlh f©zh’’ v‹W j‹ 

kfis¥ gh®¤J¤ jhŒ miH¥gJ ghš 

tGtikâ.

119. tG VG tif¥gL«.

120. bj‹id ku§fŸ ml®ªJŸs gFâ 

bj‹dªnjh¥ò.

121. `ne‰W tUth‹‘ v‹W TWtJ fhy tG.

122. ïy¡fz Kiwíl‹ ãiHÆ‹¿¥ ngRtJ« 

vGJtJ« tHhÃiy.
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ïaš 9
278. “xU kÅj‹, xU åL, xU cyf«” 

v‹w b#afhªjÅ‹ gil¥ò òâd§fŸ 

tifia¢ nr®ªjJ.

279. `c‹id¥ nghš xUt‹’ v‹w 

âiu¥gl¤â‰fhf b#afhªj‹ bg‰w ÉUJ 

FoauR¤ jiyt® ÉUJ.

280. b#afhªjD¡F áy neu§fËš áy 

kÅj®fŸ v‹w òâd¤jhš rh»¤âa 

mfhbjÄ ÉUJ tH§f¥g£lJ.

281. thœ¡ifÆ‹ ciufš v‹W b#afhªj‹ 

F¿¥ãLtJ ïy¡»a«.

282. “X® vG¤jhs‹ M¤k R¤âíl‹ vGJtJ 

jt«” v‹W b#afhªj‹ TW»wh®.

283. thœ¡ifÆ‹ ciufš v‹W b#afhªj‹ 

F¿¥ãLtJ ïy¡»a«.

284. ‘j®¡f¤â‰F m¥ghš’ - v‹w áWfij ïl« 

bg‰w bjhFâ ífrªâ.

285. ‘ï‹DbkhU Kf«’ v‹gJ b#afhªjÅ‹ 

fÉij.

286. b#afhªj‹ ãbuŠR bkhÊÆš btË tªj 

fhªâÆ‹ thœ¡if tuyh‰iw jÄHh¡f« 

brŒJŸsh®.

287. b#afhªjÅ‹ `xU ão nrhW’ v‹w gil¥ò 

áWfij¤ bjhF¥ò.

288. `á¤jhS’ v‹w fÉijia vGâat® ehT® 

%Ä.

289. ehT® %Ä fizahÊ ïjÊš vGj¤ 

bjhl§»dh®.

290. ehT® %Ä jŠir kht£l¤âš ãwªjt®.

291. `eâÆ‹ fhšfŸ’ v‹gJ ehT® %ÄÆ‹ 

fÉij¤ bjhFâ.

292. nj«ghtÂia ïa‰¿at® åukhKÅt®

293. nj«ghtÂ ïa‰w¥g£l fhy« 17-M« 

ü‰wh©L.

294. åukhKÅt® ïu©L khj§fËš cUJ 

bkhÊia¡ f‰W¡ bfh©lh®.

295. rªjhrh»¥ M£á brŒj gFâ âU¢á.

296. `ï°k¤ r‹Åahá’ v‹gj‹ bghUŸ 

öaJwÉ.

297. `ï°k¤ r‹Åahá’ v‹w g£l¤â‰F cÇat® 

åukhKÅt®.

298. `nj«ghtÂÆ‹ gh£Lil¤ jiyt® 

Nira¥g®.

299. nj«ghtÂÆš cŸs gly§fË‹ 

v©Â¡if 36.

300. `ï°k¤ r‹Åahá’ v‹gJ ghuÓf« brhš 

MF«.

301. fÇrš vG¤jhs®fËš _¤jt® 

F.mH»ÇrhÄ.

302. F¥òrhÄÆ‹ nkš gÇjhg¥g£L Mjuthf¥ 

ngáat®  g¡f¤J å£L egÇ‹ kidÉ.

303. F¥òrhÄ ntiy brŒJ tªj ïl«  ir¡»Ÿ 

Ç¥ng® fil.

304. knyáah eh£L¥ gil¥ghËfS¡F  

F.mH»ÇrhÄ gil¥ò¤ bjhl®ghd 

gÆ‰áfis mË¤jh®.

305. `xUt‹ ïU¡»wh‹‘ v‹w fijÆš 

g¡f¤Jå£L egÇ‹ kdkh‰w¤â‰F¡ 

fhuzkhf ïUªjt® åu¥g‹.

306. F. mH»ÇrhÄÆ‹ m‹gË¥ò gil¥ò 

rh»¤âa mfhbjÄ ÉUâid¥ bg‰wJ.

307. ïašghf ÃfG« Ãfœ¢áÆ‹ ÛJ fÉP‹ 

j‹ F¿¥ig V‰¿¡ TWtJ j‰F¿¥ng‰w 

mÂ.

308. Ôtf« v‹w brhšÈ‹ bghUŸ És¡F.

309. Ôtf mÂ _‹W tif¥gL«.

310. j‹ikaÂ eh‹F tif¥gL«.
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eNgLISh

Synonyms of the italicised words.  Answers

1. It was the gaunt face staring from the bed that brought chill to my heart      lean
2. When school began there was a bustle       rush
3. They continue to grapple with the challenges.    figh
4. His parents circled around raising a proud cackle    sharp noise
5. The spoilt child of affluent parents      wealthy
6. Scraping his beak now and again to whet it     sharp
7. My contention was to make sure that we go by the rules.  strenuous effort
8. He was delirious.  Sick
9. The whole family was laughing at his cowardice.   lack of bravery
10. My mother was asleep in one room upstairs, grandfather was in the attic. a space in the roof
11. World renowned physicist Stephen Hawking is the best example of how ............. famous
12. But something choked him.   blocked
13. The great expanse of sea stretched down beneath.   large space
14. He said in a hopeless tone of a despondent beagle.  despairing
15. They were apprehensive and supportive too. anxious
16. He even gnawed at the dried pieces of eggshell.   chew
17. ‘Nothing,’ he said, gruffly, but he was, in colour, a light green.  sadly
18. I saw a frail man.  weak
19. The young bird kept calling her mother plaintively. sadly
20. Aditya and the narrator reached a point where the road bifurcated.  divided
21. The owner of the tea shop, now over sixty, a little rustic in appearance.  typical countryside
22. The young bird started to gnaw the dried pieces of eggshell.  bite
23. The young seagull was in a desperate condition.   hopeless
24. The fearless bird now commenced to dive and soar  started
25. Indian Navy’s all - women crew was skippered by Lt. Commander Vartika Joshi.  to act as a captain
26. The voyage was aimed to showcase ‘Make in India’ initiative.  plan
27. The floor was strewn with twigs and straw.  spattered
28. The great expanse of sea stretched down beneath.  below
29. It is a 55 foot sailing vessel built indigenously in India.     domestically
30. We had reached a point where the road bifurcated.  divided into two
31. How he loved to tear the food that way, scraping his beak now and again to Whet it. sharpen
32. India’s disabled are deprived by attitudinal barriers as they continue to grapple with the challenges 

of acceptance and inclusion.  fight
33. Mr. Sanyal stood up with eyes dilated and began to recite a poem by Tagore :  widened
34. The doors and drawers were yanked open   pulled
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Antonyms of the italicised words.  Answers

1. The project was taken in consonance with the National Policy.  disagreement

2. The sun was soothing.  disturbing

3. She picked up a shoe and whammed it through the window.  tapped

4. We look forward to a more inclusive way of learning, instead of the cloistered existence.  opened

5. ‘Nothing’ he said gruffly.  happily

6. Boost the morale in the country. fear

7. The little man was startled.  at ease

8. The birds were chirping at the end of the woods.  alarming

9. One can control the computer screen with a gaze blink

10. Then a monstrous terror seized him.   released

11. The light still shone palely down the stairs;   bright

12. Those are the times we have to be active.   inactive

13. The sick-room was a gloomy spot.  bright

14. I am glad that we were able to finish it successfully.   sorry

15. The cops were reluctant to leave without getting their hand.   eager

16. “How ignorant you are! Watson!” He said with a groan.  well informed

17. I had counted on the commotion to get to my desk without being seen.   calmness

18. So we can now look forward to a more inclusive way of learning.  backward

19. His mother swooped upwards.  very slow

20. Police were all over the place, doors were yanked open, windows were shot up.  pushed

21. The spoilt child of affluent parents!   poor

22. Technology .......... is also a boon to citizens with special needs.  bane

23. They were the steps of a man walking rapidly around the dining-table.  slowly

24. What was the selection process?   rejection

25. His father was Preening the feathers.   dirtying

26. A portion of a wall of the attic had crumbled down.  attached

27. India’s disabled are deprived by attitudinal barriers as they grapple with the challenges of 
acceptance and inclusion. separation

28. He uttered a delightful scream.  sorrowful

29. He felt that he was seized by a monstrous terror.    released

30. His feet sank into the green sea.   floated

31. The sun was soothing without much heat.   annoying

32. He could not rise, exhausted by the strange exercise.  energetic

33. But it would have been frustrating and difficult.  pleasing
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11. If I were a bird, I ________ around the world. would fly
12. My parents ________ (return) from New York next month. will return
13. He ________ the heat because he had not eaten since the previous nightfall. felt
14. His mother ________ up a piece of fish and was flying across to him with it.  had picked
15. He screamed with fright and ________ to rise again. attempted
16. I supposed at first that it was my father or my brother Roy, who _____ to Indianapolis.  had gone
17. We saw nothing coming; we only ________ the steps. heard

Connectors / Linkers
Conjunctions Functions

and, not only, but also, as well as, moreover, furthermore, besides, in addition to to add information

Since, as, for, because, since then, before that, after that to indicate cause/reason
but, yet, still, nevertheless, on the other, hand, though, although, even though, 
however, on the contrary to express contrast

therefore, consequently, then, so, so that, hence, thus to show result or purpose

when, while, after, before, till, until, as soon as, as long as to indicate time
if, unless, whether, in case, provided that to add condition
or, either......or,      neither........nor,      otherwise, or else to express choice
Likewise, similarly to denote comparison
where, wherever to denote place

Appropriate linker from the given four alternatives.  Answers

1. _______ I looked up, I saw M. Hamel sitting motionless. When
2. ________ did Muthu solve the problem? How
3. ________ you work hard, you cannot secure good marks. Unless
4. ________ winter comes, he gets worried. Whenever
5. Combine the sentence using the appropriate connector. As soon as Sita saw a snake, she ran away.
6. Women are strong, brave _______ resolute. and
7. __________ a long minute, I slowly opened it again. after
8. My uncle entered my house _______ I was doing my homework. when
9. Finish your work _______ you will not be sent home. or
10. _____ he was honest, he was punished.   Though
11. _____ he was poor, he was happy and content.  Though
12. The whole world knows __________ I stand for justice and fair play. that
13. _______ he was ill at the time of examination, he obtained a high score in the subject.  Though
14. __________ I like tea, I prefer coffee.  Though

15. __________ the transport workers were on strike, I had to walk back home.   As
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1. If n(A×B) = 6 and A = {1, 3} then n(B) is  3

2. A={a, b, p}, B = {2, 3}, C = {p, q, r, s} then 

n[(A∪C) × B] is 12.

3. If A = {1, 2}, B = {1, 2, 3, 4}, C = {5, 6} and D 

= {5, 6, 7, 8} then state which of the following 

statement is true. (A) (A × C) ⊂ (b × d).

4. If there are 1024 relations from a set A = 

{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} to a set B, then the number of 

elements in B is  2.

5. If there are 1024 relations from a set A = 

{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} to a set B, then the number of 

elements in B is 2.

6. The range of the relation R= {(x, x2) |x is a 

prime number less than 13} is  {4, 9, 25, 49, 121}

7. If the ordered pairs (a + 2, 4) and (5,2a + b)

are equal then (a, b) is (3, –2).

8. Let n(A) = m and n(B) = n then the total 

number of non-empty relations that can be 

defined from A to B is 2mn–1.

9. Let A = {1, 2, 3, 4} and B = {4, 8, 9, 10}. A 

function f :A→ B given by f = {(1, 4),(2, 8),(3, 

9),(4, 10)} is a one-to one function.

10. If f(x) = 2x2 and g (x) = 
1

3x , then fog is 2
9 2x

11. If f : A → B is a bijective function and if  n(B) 

= 7 , then n(A) is equal to 7

12. Let f and g be two functions given by  f = {(0, 

1), (2, 0), (3, −4), (4, 2), (5, 7)} g = {(0, 2),(1, 

0), (2, 4), (−4, 2), (7,0)} then the range of fog 

is {0, 1, 2}

13. Let f(x)= 1 2+ x  then f(xy) ≤ f(x).f(y)

14. If g = {(1, 1),(2, 3),(3, 5),(4, 7)} is a function 

given by g(x) = αx + β then the values of  

α and β are (2, –1).

15. f(x) = (x + 1)3 − (x − 1)3 represents a function 

which is quadratic.
16. f = {(2, a), (3, b), (4, b), (5, c)} is a many-one 

function.

17. Let f (x) = x2 – x, then f (x – 1) – f(x + 1) is : 2 – 4x
18. For any two sets P and Q, P ∩Q is {x : x ∈P 

and x ∈ Q}.

19. Euclid’s division lemma states that for 

positive integers a and b, there exist unique 

integers q and r such that a = bq + r, where r 
must satisfy.  0 £ r < b.

20. Using Euclid’s division lemma, if the cube of 

any positive integer is divided by 9 then the 

possible remainders are 0, 1, 8.

21. If the HCF of 65 and 117 is expressible in the 

form of 65m – 117 , then the value of m is 2.

22. The sum of the exponents of the prime factors 

in the prime factorization of 1729 is 3.

23. The least number that is divisible by all the 

numbers from 1 to 10 (both inclusive) is 2520

24. 74k º       1          (mod 100) .

25. Given F
1
 = 1 , F

2
 = 3 and F

n
 = F

n–1
 + F

n−2
 

then F
5
 is 11.

26. The first term of an arithmetic progression is 

unity and the common difference is 4. Which 

of the following will be a term of this A.P 7881.

27. If 6 times of 6th term of an A.P is equal to 7 

times the 7th term, then the 13th term of the 

A.P. is 0.
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127. If the volume of sphere is 36π cm2 , then its 

radius is equal to 3 cm.

128. C.S.A of solid sphere is equal to T.S.A of solid 
sphere.

129. A child reshapes a cone made up of clay of 

height 24 cm and radius 6 cm into a sphere, 

then the radius of sphere is : 6 cm.

130. The height of a right circular cone whose 

radius is 3 cm and slant height is 5 cm will 

be 4 cm.

131. If the radius of the cylinder is doubled, the 

new volume of the cylinder will be 4 times 

the original volume.

132. Which of the following is not a measure of 

dispersion? Arithmetic mean.

133. The range of the data 8, 8, 8, 8, 8. . . 8 is 0

134. The sum of all deviations of the data from its 

mean is zero.

135. The mean of 100 observations is 40 and their 

standard deviation is 3. The sum of squares 

of all observations is : 160900.

136. Variance of first 20 natural numbers is  33.25

137. The standard deviation of a data is 3. If each 

value is multiplied by 5 then the new variance 

is 225.

138. If the standard deviation of x, y, z is p then the 

standard deviation of 3x +5, 3y +5, 3z +5 is 3p

139. If the mean and coefficient of variation of 

a data are 4 and 87.5% then the standard 

deviation is 3.5.

140. Which of the following is incorrect? P(A) > 1

141. The probability a red marble selected at 

random from a jar containing p red, q blue and 

r green marbles is 
p

p q r+ +

142. A page is selected at random from a book. The 

probability that the digit at units place of the 

page number chosen is less than 7 is 
7

10
143. The probability of getting a job for a person 

is 
x
3

. If the probability of not getting the job 

is 
2
3

 then the value of x is 1.

144. Kamalam went to play a lucky draw contest. 

135 tickets of the lucky draw were sold. If the 

probability of Kamalam winning is 
1
9

, then the 

number of tickets bought by Kamalam is 15

145. If a letter is chosen at random from the English 

alphabets {a, b, ..., z}, then the probability that 

the letter chosen precedes x 
23
26

146. A purse contains 10 notes of ̀ 2000, 15 notes 

of `500, and 25 notes of `200. One note is 

drawn at random. What is the probability that 

the note is either a ̀ 500 note or ̀ 200 note? 
4
5

147. The range of first 10 prime number is 27

148. The average of first ‘n’ natural number is n +1
2

149. Probability of getting 3 heads or 3 tails in 

tossing a coin 3 times is 
1
4

150. A fair die is thrown once. The probability of 

getting a prime (or) composite number is 
5
6

151. A letter is chosen at random from the letter of 

the word “PROBABILITY”. Find the probability 

that it is not a vowel. 
2
3

152. The standard deviation of a data is 5. If each 
value is multiplied by 2, then the new variance 
is 100.

153. If the sum and mean of a data are 407 and 11 

respectively, then the number of observations 

in the data are 37.
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SCIeNCe

1. Kinetics deals with the motion of bodies 

considering the cause of motion.

2.  If the body behaves contrary to their own 

natural state is called violent motion.

3. Momentum is a vector quantity.

4. In balanced force, the resultant force is equal 

to zero

5. The combined effect of multiple forces is 

balanced by a single force is called  resultant.

6. The force which is equal to resultant but 

opposite in direction is called as equilibrant.

7. The direction of moment of force or couple is 

taken as positive if the body is rotated in the 

anti-clockwise direction.

8.  The direction of moment of force or couple is 

taken as negative if the body is rotated in the 

clockwise direction.

9. The gravitational unit of force in SI system 

is kg f.

10. The value of ‘g’ of maximum in the polar 

region. 

11. Space stations are said to be in a state of 

weightlessness.

12. Dimensions of heavenly bodies can be measured 

using gravitation law. 

13. One of the irregularities in the motion of stars 

is called Wobble. 

14. When the net force acting on a body is not 

equal to zero than its velocity changes. 

15. The apparent weight of a person moving 

upward in a lift will be greater. 

16. In vacuum, two objects with a mass 1 kg and 

2 kg  are dropped from same height and they 

reach the ground at same time.

17. The algebraic sum of momentum after 

collision is  numerically equal to algebraic 

sum of momentum before the collision in the 

absence of external force.

18. Every particle of matter in this universe 

attracts every other particles with a force. 

19. The mass of Earth is 5.972 ×1024 kg.

20. The acceleration produced along the  radius  

is called centripetal acceleration.

21. The unit of force in C.G.S system is  dyne.

22. A Tug of war is an example of a  unlike parallel 

force.

23. Parallel forces are acting in the same direction

24. Parallel or unequal forces are act along opposite 

directions.

25. The value of ‘g’ not same  at all points on the 

surface of Earth.

26.  Kinematics  deals with the motion of bodies 

without considering the cause of motion.

27. According to Aristotle, a moving body 

naturally comes to rest without any external 

force is termed as natural motion.

28. The two different mass bodies dropped, the 

heavier falls faster. 

29. Bodies of different size, shape and mass fall 

from a height in vacuum reach the ground at 

the same time. 

30. A body does not change its state during the 

period of time, then it is said to be at  rest.
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31. A body changes its state, then it is said to be 

in motion.

32. The resistance of a body to change its state of 

rest is called inertia of rest.

33. The product of mass and velocity of a moving 

body is momentum.

34. A sharp turn while driving a car, tend to lean 

sideways is due to inertia of direction.

35. An athlete can take a longer jump if he comes 

running from a distance compared to that 

when he jumps suddenly. This type of inertia 

is inertia of motion.

36. When a force of 1 N acts on a mass of 1 kg 

that is forced to move, the object moves with 

an acceleration of 1 ms–2.

37. The acceleration in a body is due to  unbalanced 
force.

38. When an object undergoes acceleration a force 

always acts on it.

39. Non - contact force is also known as field force. 

40. Like Parallel forces are two forces that act 

along same direction. 

41. Torque is a vector  quantity. 

42. Unit of torque is  Nm.

43. Two equal and unlike parallel force is called 

couple.

44. If the object is rotated in clockwise direction,  

couple is negative.

45. The moment of a couple is the product of 

force and perpendicular distance between 

the forces.

46. Steering wheel is based on the application 

of  torque.

47. Gears helps to change the speed of the 

rotation. 

48. 48. The algebraic sum of the moments in the 

clockwise direction is equal to the algebraic 

sum moments in the anticlockwise. 

49. 1 kg f equal to 9.8 N. 

50. 1 N is equal to 1 kg ms–2.

51. The momentum of massive object at rest is 

zero.

52. The product of mass and velocity is known as 

momentum.

53. The force of gravitation is inversely related to 

square of distance between masses.

54. Weight of the body acquired due to gravity is 

apparent weight.

55. When a person falls freely under the action of 

gravity has  zero weight.

56. The apparent weight of an object increases in 

an elevator while accelerating upward. 

57. The path of the light is called as ray of light

58. Magnification of a convex lens is either positive 
or negative.

59. In a myopic eye, the image of the object is 

formed in front of the retina

60. The eye defect ‘presbyopia’ can be corrected 

by bi focal lenses

61. Which of the following lens would you prefer 

to use while reading small letters found in a 

dictionary? A convex lens of focal length 5 cm.

62. A small bulb is placed at the principal focus of 

a convex lens. When the bulb is switched on, 

the lens will produce  a parallel beam of light.

63. The refractive index of a transparent medium 

is always greater than  one.

64. If the energy of incident beam and the 

scattered beam are same, then the scattering 

of light is called as elastic scattering.
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434. Biogas is produced by the decomposition of 

cow dung.

435.  The collecting and storing rain water for future 

purpose is known as rainwater harvesting.

436. Energy resources can be renewed over a short  

period of time is known as  renewable energy.

437. biogas  is a mixture of methane, hydrogen  

sulphide, carbon dioxide and hydrogen.

438. Chromium causes asthmatic bronchitis.

439. National park  is a reserved area for the 

conservation of entire wildlife including plants 

and animals.

440. The forest conservation act was adopted in 

1980.

441. jim Corbett National park was the first to be 

established in 1936 in Uttarakhand.

442. There are 15 biosphere reserves in India.

443. Crocodile conservation project was launched 

in 1976.

444. Digging of tanks or lakes are one of the traditional 

water harvesting system in Tamilnadu.

445.  CFL, LEd bulbs save electricity.

446. Abbrevation of PVC is  Poly Vinyl Chloride.

447. PVC burning produces dioxin which can cause 

developmental and reproductive problems.

448.  Methane is the major component of Biogas. 

449. The top layers of soil contain humus and 

mineral salts.

450. Removal of upper layer of soil by wind and 

water is called soil erosion.

451. Energy resources can be classified as 

nonrenewable and renewable.

452. The word ‘Forest’ is derived from the latin 

word  Foris.

453. Shale gas is got by using the technique called 

hydraulic fracturing.  Extraction of shale  gas 

can affect water table. 

454. The word Chipko means  embrace. 

455. Solar energy is free of cost and available in 

abundance in our country.

456. Proper utilization and management of nature 

and its resources is termed as conservation.

457. The characters on the background of a scratch 

window is known as  sprite.

458. We can change the background colour by stage.

459. The output we get from any application is 

commonly referred as  file.

460. The device which helps in explaining the 

concepts easily through  pictures is known as 

Visual Communication device. 

461. The characters on the background of a Scratch 
window  are known as sprite . 

462. block palette is used to choose the block to use. 

463. Scratch is a  Visual Programming Language.

464. START  button at the left corner of the 

computer and shows the list of all programs.

465. A folder is a storage space that contains  

multiple files.

466. Cinema  is a good example for Visual 

Communication Device. 

467.  Scratch is a software used to create animations, 

cartoons and games easily. 

468. Stage is the background appearing when we 

open the scratch window.

469. In computer Notepad is used to collect the 

notes.

470. The output of any application is commonly 

known as File.
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SOCIAL SCIeNCe

1. The battle of Marne is a memorable one for  

Trench warfare.

2. Between February and July 1916, the 

Germans attacked Verdun the famous fortress 

in the French line. 

3.  The Treaty of brest-Litovsk was signed on 

Third March  1918.

4. In the far east, Japan was able to capture the 

province of  Kiauchau  given by the Germans 

to China in Shantung. 

5. In 1916, a naval battle battle of jutland  had 

taken place in the North sea.

6. Emden was the famous cruiser which 

bombarded Madras in 1914. 

7. Lusitania an American ship, was torpedoed by 

a German submarine in 1917. 

8. On 28 june, 1919 , the peace treaty was signed 

in the Hall of Mirrors at Versailles.

9. In Russia Peter the great  and Catherine ii 

attempted Westernisation without changing 

the social conditions.

10. Lenin gained the support of a small majority, 

known as  bolsheviks.

11. Opponents of Lenin in minority were called  

Mensheviks.

12. Tsar Nicholas ii  of Romanov Dynasty had little 

experience of Government. 

13. On 23 January 1902 Father Gapon  a priest 

organised a march of men, women and 

children in St. Petersberg. 

14. The parliament established by Nicholas was 

called the duma.

15. In 1916 Rasputin who had a domineering 

influence over the Tsar and the Tsarina was 

murdered. 

16. During the popular uprisings in 1917, Petrograd 

was the capital of the Russian empire.

17. Pravda is a Russian word meaning  Truth.

18. The secretariat of the League of Nations was 

located at Geneva.

19. The International court of Justice was set up 

in  The Hague.

20. In october 1932, Hitler withdrew Germany 

from the Conference and the League.

21. The stock market crash in the US was followed 

by the failure of American banks.

22. devaluation  forced creditors to stop lending.

23. Mussolini  was the son of a blacksmith.

24. In the USA, the Republican party was rejected 

by the people in successive elections for about 

twenty years, after the Depression.

25. Mussolini assured the title of duce meaning 

‘the leader’.

26. In 1935, Mussolini invaded Ethiopia.

27. The Social Democratic Party was outlawed 

soon after the Nazis came to power. 

28. The Boers hated the people whom they 

referred to as Uitlanders.

29. The South Africa act passed by the British 

parliament in 1909 provinced for a Union 

Parliament at  Cape Town.

30. In 1930’s the emergence of the indian National 

Congress  was seen  as a militant mass 

movement in India.  
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31. In 1924, elections were won by the National 

Party with the support of the Labour movement 

in South Africa. 

32. In  sp i te  o f  misunderstandings  and 

disagreements Smuts - Herzog  alliance lasted 

until 1939 in South Africa. 

33.  Around the 11th century, large cities formed 

into a league of  Mayapan  of Native Americans.

34. A Spaniard named  Francisco Pizarro  led the 

conquest of the Incan Empire.

35. The American and French Revolutions 

provided  inspiration to the  Latin Americans

36. The Napoleonic  invasion of Spain and Portugal 

in 1808 quickened the process of liberation 

struggle in South America. 

37. From 1898 to 1902 Cuba  was under US 

military rule.  Latin America disliked dollar 

imperialism.

38. In 1821, Central America seceded from Mexico.

39. The Monroe doctrine  had barred European 

interference  in the affairs of the American 

continent.

40. The withdrawal of American capital was 

aggravated by the US market crash  in 1929.

41. England decided to leave the Gold standard as 

the situation did not improve after the stock 

market crash. 

42. Matteotti was the socialist leader, who 

questioned the fairness of elections in Italy. 

43. Between 1871 and 1914 Germany had risen 

to dizzy heights of economic, political and 

cultural accomplishments.

44. The National Socialist German Workers Party 

was abbreviated as  Nazi Party.

45. The Nazi state of Hitler, known as Third 

Reich brought an end to the parliamentary 

democracy.  

46. Hitler replaced the flag of the Weimar republic 

by the Swastika banners of National Socialism.  

47. The Gestapo was formed and run by Himmler.

48. The Nazi termed the killing of 6 million Jews 

in Europe as  The Final Solution.

49. Social Democratic Party was founded on 23 

May 1863 in  Leipzig.

50. The mainstream political party in Indo-China 

was the Veitnam Nationalist party. 

51. The peasant revolt in Indo China was crushed 

by  White Terror.

52. The pamphlet, French Colonialism made Ho 

Chi Minh well known as a Vietnam Nationalist. 

53. The Great depression of 1929, had a disastrous 

impact on British trade and business.

54. The language of the Boers was Afrikaans.

55. The ban on African National Congress was 

lifted in 1990.

56. Nelson Mandela was the first black president 

of South Africa. 

57. Even though apartheid was dismantled, the 

Whites  completely dominate the economic 

sphere. 

58. The international development Agency also lends 

money to Governments for developmental 

activities.
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557. The taxes on properties are collected by local 

governments.  Indian tax system adheres to all 

the  canons of taxation.

558. Entertainment tax is a duty that is charged by 

the government on any source of entertainment 

provided. 

559. Food products are taken over longer istances, 

processed and branded. 

560. Even agriculture requires inputs from industry 

such as fertilizers and  tractors to increase 

productivity. 

561. A related advantage of industrialisation is 

therefore technological change. 

562. If the output is consumed by the final consumer, 

it is called as Consumer goods sector.

563. Agglomerations of small firms are called 

industrial clusters.

564. Availability of electricity allowed for use of oil 

engines for drawing ground water.

565. The Salem steel plant was set up in 1973 to 

produce stainless steel. 

566. The final phase of industrialisation is the post-

reforms period since the early 1990s.

567. Trade liberalisation and currency devaluation also 

helped open up export markets. 

568. industrial clusters  are groups of firms in a 

defined geographic area that share common 

market and technologies. 

569. Hundred of leather and tannery facilities are 

located around Vellore  District in Tamil Nadu.

570. Special Economic Zones policy was introduced 

on in April 2000.

571. industry  are an essential aspect of a nation’s 
development.

572. A successful industrial cluster entirely created 

by the Tamil Nadu is Hosur.

573. Karur is another major hub with more than 

50 units. 

574. Tamil Nadu  is home to the largest textiles 

sector in the country. Tamil Nadu is the biggest 

producer of cotton yarn in the country. 

575. Tiruppur  is famous for clustering of a large 

number of firms producing cotton knitwear. 

576. The Vellore district is the top exporter of 

finished leather goods in the country. 

577. Industries require skilled human resources. 

578. TidCo was formed in the year 1965.

579. TANSi  is supposed to be the first industrial 

corporation operating in the domain for small 

enterprises. 

580. Standard motors too started manufacturing 

cars in Chennai.

581. MEPZ is a special Economic Zone Chennai.

582. Kanchipuram  that are famous for silk and 

cotton handloom sarees.

583. TANSidCo is a state-agency of Tamil Nadu 

established in the year 1970.

584. The Avadi industrial estate was established 

in 1950.

585. Steel and cement are the examples of basic goods 

industries.
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